Effective Training Designed by Industry Leaders
Each fundamentals lesson blends the engineering expertise of
Andritz with the most recent innovations in information technology
and the instructional design and media savvy of Delta Training
Partners. In-depth explanations of how equipment and processes
work are combined with sound, animation, and 3-dimensional
graphics to bring complex processes to life and make them
memorable.
R

Centrifugal Pumps

Medium Consistency Pumps

·Purpose & principles of operation
·Pump Components
·Packing & mechanical seals
·Pump curves
·Critical pumping variables
·Pump condition monitoring
·Much more!

·Purpose &principles of operation
·Components, controls, & instrumentation
·MC R pump system configurations
·Internal & external degassing systems
·Dilution control
·MC R Pump & degassing critical variables
·Much more!

Training, the Way You Want It
These new modules represent the pinnacle of flexibility when it comes to
installing and presenting the lessons. Install a lesson on a web server or
use the included standalone Windows app version to run the training from
a LAN server, individual workstation, USB flash drive, or even the CD-R.
The web-based version is fully SCORM/ADL compliant, so it is ready to
import into your site’s learning or content management system.

Start Saving Today!
These multimedia training materials cost less than 10% of what you would
pay for comparable materials, and they require no mill-side labor to
produce! Computer-based training can shave up to 40% off the time needed
to study similar material in manuals, with better retention of material and
quicker skill building. Overtime savings in one year alone can pay for the cost
of the courseware, not to mention the reduction in maintenance costs due to
improved operation by more knowledgeable operators!

Both Lessons:
Purchased separately:

$999

Centrifugal Pumps - $499
Medium Consistency Pumps - $799
Previous buyers of at least one Fundamentals series
of lessons qualify for 10% off the standard price of
any other lesson or series.

Contact Us to Order or For Additional Information
Delta Training Partners, Inc. • voice 910 - 790 - 1985 • fax 910 - 790 - 1974 • slewis@deltatraining.com
MC is a registered trademark of Andritz, Inc., and Andritz is a registered trademark of Andritz AG in countries including the US and Canada

